In this paper we'll to solve the fractional integro-differential equations by employment differential transform method and compare with integro-differential equations by graph.
In this paper we'll find solution the fractional non-linear integrodifferential equations which the form ( ) = 
with conditians
Where ∈ [ 0 , ] and − 1 ≤ ≤ , ∈ , by using differential transform method .
There are sundry definitions of a fractional derivativ of order > 0,
here we depended on Caputo definition.
Where − 1 < ≤ and ∈ .
The Caputo fractional drivative first calculates an ordnary drivative followed by a fractional integral to ascertain the wanted order of fractional derivative .
2-Differential Transform
Definition 2.1. Let ( ), is anatomy function of one inconstant which is defined on = [0, ] ⊆ ℜ and 0 ∈ . ( ), is Differential transform of ( ) and is predefined on union {0} as the following:
where ( ) is the fundamental function and ( ) is called the transformed function .Inverse differential transform of ( ) in the is predefined as follows
Then from the above two equations (4)and (5), with 0 = 0, the function ( ) can be written as:
the principal mathematical specifications of differential transform can be summarized in the following theorems .
Theorems [1],[2]
Theorem 3.1
If ( ), ( ) and ( ) are differential transforms of the functions ( ), ( ) and ( ) consecutive , then :
Theorem 3.2. Assume that ( ), ( ), 1 ( ) and 2 ( ), are the differential transforms of the functions ( ), ( ), 1 ( ) and 2 ( ), consecutive, then for = 1,2, ⋯ , ,
Fractional differential transform
Let the anatomy and continuous function ( ) in terms of a fractional reinforce series as follows:
, (7) where is the order frction and ( ) is the frctional differential transform of ( ) .
The fractional derivative in Caputo is
The transformation of the initial conditions are defined as follows:
where, is the order of fractional differential equation considered .
we succinct the fractional differential transform method with some theorems Theorem 4.1.
6. If 
where is the unknown value of the fraction of . 
By using Eq.(9) the initial conditions is

